
Hello, I'm am writing about HB 3063. My husband is a kidney transplant patient, as is my mother in law, 
and they have compromised/suppressed immune systems. There is something called Clostridium 
difficle, or c-diff, that kills about 14,000 people per year. According to the cdc in 2011 it killed 29,000 
people!! It is very contagious to immune compromised people. It makes up 12% of all healthcare 
associated infections. My mother in law got it from a hospital, its almost killed her 3 times! Cdc 
considers this a major health crisis, its rampant in Oregon, so were is the state of emergency? You want 
to take parents rights and claim an emergency over measles that hasn't killed anyone in years, why, 
because there's a vaccine for it so money is invovled?? Now transplant patients have to get what 
vaccines they can, also, so if they are not medically exempt, who is? How can anyone get a medical 
exemption if immune suppressed people can't?  
Also shedding is real, my husband's transplant team told us he would have to move out or stay away 
from our kids for 2 to 4 weeks if they get a live vaccine. But what about those recently vaccinated in 
public, risking my husband's health? How come his health doesn't matter? But you want to take away 
our parental rights for having children that arent shedding on my husband? 
My kids will be pulled from school and homeschooled, so now you are harming my kids education! I will 
not vaccinate them no matter what laws you pass! I am terrible at math but because we won't be able 
to do online classes we will be going to the library for help often. Also going to the YMCA for exercise, 
and they will have to go on all the outings with me. The grocery store, paying bills, lunch dates, so now 
my unvaccinated kids are all over in public, not in one building all day!! The schools will be harmed by all 
the students leaving, so this harms everyone!  
And how will this effect FAPE laws. My kids have IEP's, so according to Federal law you must give them a 
fair and appropriate public education! So by kicking them out you are violating federal law!!  
Please vote know on HB 3063, it's unlawful and unconstitutional!! Thank you for your time! 
Sincerely, 
Summer Klooz 
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